Abstract-The local network medium is a pair of unidirectional fiber optic busses to which stations are conneted via passive taps. For this configuration, a new random-access protocol called RATO (randomaccess, time-out) is presented in this paper. This RATO provides random-access, fairness, and bounded delay access to all stations, and is particularly suited for ultra-high-speed transmission when the performance of the popular Ethernet becomes unattractive. Simplicity and ease of hardware implementation of RATO under ultra-high-speed environment is emphasized because the only control requirements are the sensing of activity in the bus and a fixed time delay between consecutive transmissions from the same station. Simulation and performance comparison of RATO with other schemes have been carried out. In ultra-high-speed wide-area networks, RATO outperforms all these other schemes. RATO was tested in a three station pilot network: Excellent agreement was found between predicted and measured performance.
I. INTRODUCTION HE NEED for high speed integrated fiber optics local
T area networks (FOLAN) is becoming apparent in many applications [ 13-[ 131. In the commercial sector an example is the large corporation wishing to combine all of its communications requirements on a fiber cable which spans the entire building or plant. The system may include thousands of telephones, hundreds of terminals, several video channels used for video conferencing, security monitoring, education, etc. This plant may be connected to other plants within the same metropolitan area via a metropolitan area network. Furthermore, cross country connections may be established via a satellite microwave or fiber WAN (wide area network) [ 141, [ 
151.
Other civilian FOLAN applications include air traffic control and factory automation. The air traffic control center of the future will be characterized by a distributed processing environment [ 161. Radar processors, general purpose processor, controllers' workstations, etc., will be connected by a high speed local network carrying radar Manuscript received July 5, 1988 ; revised March 7, 1989 . This work was partially supported by the NSF and by ARO.
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data, command and control information, and digitized voice and video (real time) signals. Considering that a large ATC center may have several hundred workstations, it is easy to understand why second generation FOLAN's will be required to meet ATC communications needs. Automation of the factory plant has been propagating very rapidly in recent years, to become one of the most important applications of local networking, so much so that a manufactoring automation protocol (MAP) standard has been established for factory local networks (FLN's) [ 
171.
Although the current standard is based on broad-band cable implementations, the FOLAN alternative is actively investigated for its light weight, ease of installation, EM1 robustness, and high bandwidth. Another example of service integration, this time in the defense sector, is the battlefield system [l], [8] . The basic battlefield system envisioned here consists of several outposts and observation stations (manned or unmanned) interconnected with each other and with command posts, and distributed over a radius of several miles, different media (multimedia environment). Radio (RF) communications will be used for mobile units (autos, tanks, airplanes, etc .) Satellite communications will be necessary to interconnect distant battlefield areas. The optical medium will provide the tightly meshed local interconnection among outposts and command posts. It will also provide a much higher bandwidth (up to the gigabit range) as compared with the megabit-per-second bandwidth typically available via RF and satellite.
Thus, the high speed requirement is the natural consequence of two facts: the user population growth and the increasing bandwidth of individual user connections (both data and image). For instance, the uncompressed, digitized, color video signal occupies a bandwidth of 80 Mbit/s and higher. Also, high volume disk-to-disk transfers may reach a rate of several megabits per second [ 
181.
The design of very high speed FOLAN's poses two types of challenges. First, as speed increases, the ratio of propagation time over packet transmission time increases, thus making the carrier sense multiple access-collision detect (CSMA-CD) protocol [19] . The high speed requires a careful coordination between protocol design and interface design. Namely, the protocol must be designed so that the amount of processing required at gigabit speed is minimal to keep the gigabit logic simple. The less time-critical functions should be performed off-line.
The integration of data with voice and video also poses a challenge in the design of the protocol. In fact, while data can be freely buffered and flow controlled, voice and real time video must be delivered to destination with tight delay constraints, otherwise unacceptable degradation will occur. This suggests that voice and video connections be handled in a special way. Namely, a connection should be accepted only if sufficient bandwidth is available. Once accepted, the connection should be guaranteed the required bandwidth [23]- [26] .
In this paper, we will focus on the analysis, simulation, and experimentation of a new protocol for a dual unidirectional bus structure which possesses the desirable random access and guaranteed delay features. Furthermore, because of its simplicity, this protocol is particularly suited for ultra-high-speed fiber network systems. The simplicity stems from the fact that the only control requirements for this protocol are the sensing of activity in the bus and a fixed time delay between consecutive transmissions from the same station.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
One of the very unique features of high-speed (gigabitper-second) FOLAN's is that end-to-end propagation time could be larger than the packet transmission time [24]. In copper based LAN's (e.g., Ethernet), on the other hand, because of the relatively low bandwidth (megabit-per-second) the propagation time is almost always shorter than the packet transmission time. It is therefore of interest to develop, analyze, and test new random-access protocols which can operate efficiently also in the FOLAN environment.
Another unique characteristic of high-speed FOLAN's is the potential mismatch between network speed and terminal speed; namely the optical portion of the FOLAN could be operating at a gigabit-per-second rate while the local terminal may be operating at a much lower rate (say the kilobits-per-second or megabits-per-second range). The interface portion of FOLAN will play a central role in the successful implementation of high-speed FOLAN's.
The proposed architecture is the dual bus configuration shown in Fig. 1 . In this topology there are only two connection points per station per bus, and expansion of the network is easily done at both ends. In the proposed protocol, one has the option to perform unidirectional or bidirectional transmissions. (i.e., each packet is transmitted only on one bus, or on both busses) Unidirectional transmission requires a session setup phase in order to discover the physical location of the destination. On the other hand, bidirectionality , though wasting some of the bandwidth, avoids the setup phase and allows direct addressing by name (independent of physical station address). That is, processes can be moved about in the network without other processes needing to be aware of their current physical location. Addressing by name can be achieved by using a word associative buffer in each bus interface to hold the names of the processes resident in the attached components. Session connections can be established in hardware without intervention of higher level protocols.
For ultrahigh speed FOLAN, it is desirable to emphasize the simplicity in the implementation of a given protocol [5], [ 6 ] . The random access time-out (RATO) protocol that we developed is simple to implement because the only control requirements are the sensing of activity in the bus, and the enforcement of a fixed time delay between consecutive transmissions from the same station. RATO transmissions are controlled separately in each direction. If bidirectionality is required, a packet can be queued for independent transmission in opposite directions. However, when a session is established between processes residing in different stations, the processes may be able to determine their location relative to each other during the set-up phase, and consequently, stations may attempt to transmit only in a single direction. We further assume that the receiver is able to detect a packet even when the packet is immediately preceded by some truncated transmission.
When a station has a packet to transmit, it performs the following steps:
The station senses the bus. If the bus is busy, it defers until the bus is idle. The station starts transmitting the packet. If a collision with an upstream transmission occurs, the station aborts its packet and repeats step I . Otherwise, step 3 is performed next. Observe that the incoming transmission gets only corrupted in its first d seconds, where d is the station reaction delay. Typically, d << preamble length. Thus, the packet preamble guarantees data integrity and allows reliable packet reception at downstream stations. The station observes a time out of To s before it considers a new packet for transmission. If the transmission queue is empty after the elapsed To s, the station goes idle until a new packet arrives. Then the station performs step 1 again.
Detailed performance analysis and simulation of this RATO-net have been camed out and compared with other more conventional schemes (i.e., token, ethemet, etc.) They will be discussed in the following sections.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
For this RATO protocol time-out To is critical to provide fair access to all stations in both directions. We determine To such that all stations have a chance for a successful transmission in a finite time.
Consider the left-to-right (L-to-R) bus in with total i active stations on the bus, the throughput S, in the steady state is then given by preempted by upstream transmissions. Therefore, the worst case condition for the insertion of a packet occurs at station N -1 (station N only transmits on the R-to-L bus). Let us investigate the worst case for station N -1
trying to transmit to station N . Assume that station N -1 detects the bus idle and starts transmitting. After T -Noted that the most downstream station cannot transmit E , where T is one packet transmission time and e is very packets on the same bus; therefore, the maximum small, the transmission is almost completed but a colli-throughput is given by sion with a transmission from station 1 occurs. Station N -1 defers and attempts again when the bus is idle (within
d s of reaction dela;). When the transmission is almost completed a collision from station 2 now occurs. Collisions from other stations follow this pattern until station N -1 finally succeeds after transmission from station N -2. The sequence of events as seen by an observer at station N is depicted in Fig. 2 , where a worst case collision is represented by ( T L E ), ( i ) is a successful transmission of duration T by station i , and ( d ) is a station reaction delay.
From the figure we get:
( 1 )
To provide a finite insertion delay to station N -1 we must guarantee that the next transmission by station 1 (also applicable to other stations) does not occur before To s where To is given by
It is clear that all the other stations, not only station 1, must also be subjected to the same constraint. 
A. Throughput Analysis
In the following analysis, we assume that data and preamble transmission times of each packet are constant and equal to T, and Tp, respectively. Here T = T, + Tp.
1) Light Load Analysis:
At light load a new packet always arrives after the old packet has been serviced. Hence, the network is at a steady state, where output packet rate equals input packet rate. Thus, with each station having a packet arrival rate X packets/second and 2) Heavy Load Analysis: A station at heavy load is defined as a packet arrival occurs immediately after the buffer of the station becomes available. At heavy load, time out To forces transmissions to be clustered together in rounds starting every To + T s. A round is depicted in Fig. 3 .
From Fig. 3 the bus throughput when i stations are at heavy load is:
Channel capacity or maximum throughput S is obtained when i = N -1 . The maximum throughput is independent of 7 (the end-to-end delay) and approaches 0.50 as T, >> Tp and N >> 1 . This relationship implies that packet length, T, must be large to provide a good throughput, especially since the preamble must increase with transmission speed. Independence from 7 makes it possible to cover large distances and still maintain acceptable throughput. It is noted that the 50-percent capacity of this scheme is due to the penalty one must accept in order to guarantee the random access character of this protocol. Note also the fact that bus throughput is entirely independent of end-to-end length and channel speed, i.e., throughput is not a function of end-to-end propagation delay and packet transmission delay.
Other proposed protocols such as Fastnet, Expressnet, U-net, Buzz-net all exhibit certain degrees of dependency on network length and transmission rate due to their use of explicit or implicit token. In those schemes, a token, whether explicit or implicit, is normally used to define the boundary of a round robin cycle. By using a token, the round robin cycle approximately equals the sum of the total transmission time of a packet train and the token latency. At low transmission rate, the token latency is very small compared to the total transmission time of a train of packets. As a result, the overhead of using a token is almost negligible. However, that will not be the case when the transmission rate is increased and/or the network geographic size is lengthened. The transmission time of a packet is inversely proportional to the bit rate while the token latency is proportional to the network length and is independent of the transmission rate. Consequently, the ratio of the token latency over the cycle time which is the sum of token latency and total transmission time is no longer small. Performance of this network then deteriorates drastically. Hence, it is clear that a protocol whose performance depends on the physical length and bit rate is inherently designed for low bit rate transmissions and/ or short distance communications. On the other hand, a protocol, such as RATO, whose performance is truly immune to both propagation and transmission delay, is more suitable for high bandwidth network such as an optical fiber network.
B. Delay Analysis
In order to simplify the analysis, we will make use of certain assumptions. It will be shown by simulation study that our approximate analysis still provides excellent results.
The assumptions are: a) the packet arrival of each station is a Poisson process with the same average rate X packets per second, b) each station possesses one buffer which implies that any packet that arrives before the buffer has a chance to empty its content, will be lost, and that a new packet will be accepted only if the buffer is empty upon its arrival. Since RATO protocol requires each station to exercise a predetermined time-out period after each successful transmission, an accepted packet may have to stay in the buffer without being processed until the timeout period is over. So, the service facility of each station may be modeled by a two-stage sever as shown in Fig. 4 . In this figure, the large oval boundary represents the service facility of a station. At any instant, at most one packet can be kept inside the facility. When a new packet enters the facility, it moves into the first stage where the service time ranges from 0 to To s. Upon departure from stage one, it proceeds immediately to the second stage where the service time is at least T. Clearly, the total time that a packet spent in the facility is a random variable which is the sum of two independent random variables. Hence, the average service time in the facility is the sum of the average time a packet spent in stage one and in stage two_ The calculation of average service time at stage one W is straightforward. Because of the memoryless property of Poisson process, time considered for averaging starts from the moment that the buffer becomes available to infinity. If the arrival time t of a packet is less than To s, the packet must wait To -t s . If the packet arrives after To s, 
The average service time in stage two equals the sum of one packet transmission time T and the average deferral delay dd. The exact analysis of the average deferral delay is very complicated. To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that a packet from a given station has an equal risk to collide with that from any of its upstream stations. Let p be the collision probability. To find the average deferral delay caused by any upstream station, we need to know the average time spent by any upstream station on the transmission of one packet. In the case of no collision, transmission of one packet takes exactly T s. However, it takes more than T s if a collision occurs. With collision, total time spent on the transmitting of one packet equals the sum of wasted time and the T s. The wasted time can range from E seconds to T -E s , where E is a negligible small number. Thus, the time for transmission of one 
( 5 )
The average deferral delay over N -1 stations is thus Since p is the probability that a downstream packet may collide with an upstream packet, this is equivalent to the probability that an upstream station transmits a packet during a "vulnerable period." The "vulnerable period" is shown in the Fig. 5 . Duration of the vulnerable period is equal to twice as long as a packet's transmission time T and is the same for every upstream station. So p is the probability that an upstream station has a packet ready to be sent and transmits the packet during the vulnerable period. The event that an upstream station has a packet ready to be sent and the event that the upstream transmission is taken place during the vulnerable period are independent events. There, p is the product of the probabilities of the occurrence of the events. The probability that an upstream station has a packet ready to be sent consists of the probability that a packet emerges from a timeout and the probability that a packet arrives after the timeout. A packet emerges from a time out means that the station was at a time out stage when the packet arrived and was not at the stage now. That is, the time-out-over event has occurred.
The probability that an arrival occurs between 0 < c <
To is
where t is the packet arrival time.
To find the probability that the station is no longer at a time-out state now, let us consider the following problem.
Given a packet arrival occurs at time 0 s, the occurrence of time-out-over event will come between time 0 s and To s. Let W be the time that the event occurs. What is the probability that the event occurs after w s? Clearly, W is a random variable whose value can be any number between 0 and To. Since the average waiting time of all packets is W s, the probability that the station currently is not a a time-out stage is given by the probability that value of the random variable W is greater than the average waiting time w. Assuming that the occurrence of the timeout-over event is totally random; thus, the distribution function of the random variable W is a uniform distribution. The probability is therefore given by
and the probability that a packet emerges from a time out is given by ing the-vulnerabie period is-given by Prob [an upstream station transmits during 2 T ]
where p is the average packet service rate per station. Except the discarded packets, operation of the bus is at a steady state. That is, from the bus point of view the output packet rate equals the input packet rate, or
where ho is the effective packet arrival rate, which is the rate of packets accepted by the buffer of a station. Since packets which arrive while the buffer is not available are discarded, the effective packet arrival rate ha is obtained by multiplying the actual arrival rate h by the acceptance fraction. So, the effective arrival rate or the average packet service rate is given by
Using (IO), ( I l ) , and (13), the collision probability p is given by (14) .
( 1 -e -2 x o T )
Substituting (13) and (14) into (6), the average deferral delay dd can be found by numerical methods. is given by Finally, the total average service time per packet X = W + T + d d . ( 
15)
The insertion delay (ID) which excludes the packet transmission time, is ID = W + a. From (8) and (9), the probability that an upstream stafew collisions take place. With light traffic the insertion delay is negligible if packet arrival time is greater than TO. In case of multipacket messages, the ID for the first packet is 0 and is To for the other packets of the same message.
At heavy load, the insertion delay (IDH) always equals
To. This is because "phasing" of the transmission at the tion has a packet ready to be sent is obtained by We have given a lower bound on the value of To to guarantee fair access and bounded delays. A major drawback is the dependency of To on the product N T. If To is set to its minimum acceptable value, then a new station insertion should be followed by a correspondent increase in To. In case of station deletion, To should be decreased, to avoid wasted bandwidth and unnecessary delay. To summarize, a very simple random access protocol with time-out control (RATO) has been described. The protocol uses time out To as its only control and relies on deferral to upstream transmissions. Due to its simplicity, RATO implementation cost would be most economical.
IV. SIMULATOR
In this section the development of a RATO simulator is described. The simulator can provide not only the average performance of the network as a whole but also the performance of separate stations [28]. Although RATO protocol is designed for dual unidirectional buses, it is adequate to study its performance on one bus. Hence, simulation is carried out for a single unidirectional bus. In the simulator design the discrete event scheduling technique is used to model the network. And all the statistical data can be obtained from the occurrences of events. There are eight events and five states in the simulator program which was written in C and run on a Pyramid computer. List of events and their schedulings are shown in Fig. 6(a) and the state diagram is shown in Fig. 6(b) .
In the simulator design each station contains only one buffer. Each station is allowed to send only one packet at a time, and the packet size always equals to the buffer size which is the same for every station. Furthermore, no random line noise is considered. Consequently, once a packet is completely sent, that packet is assumed to have reached its destination intact. As a matter of fact, the only way that a packet can be lost is due to the transmission deferral to the upstream packet trains. Again, as in the analytic model, packet arrival for every station is a Poisson pro- 
V. SPECIFIC EXAMPLES AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH OTHER KNOWN NETWORKS
To guarantee the random access property of RATO, the maximum throughput of the RATO network must be limited to 50 percent. But, the throughput of RATO is independent of propagation delay and transmission delay, so, unlike other protocols, the performance of RATO is not affected by the network geographic size and transmission rate. 
dition is assumed for each station. In Fig. 7 , the maximum network length is assumed to be 1 km, packet size is assumed to be 1000 bits, the transmission rate is taken to be 100 Mbit/s, and total number of stations connected to the network is 2 1. At low transmission rate it appears that RATO's throughput is the worst among all seven protocol schemes. As the network length and the transmission rate are increased to 5 km and 1 Gbit/s, respectively, Fig. 8 shows that the performance of RATO is the best among all seven schemes. This is because the performance of all the other protocols degrades drastically for wide area, high-bit-rate networks while that of RATO remains unchanged.
In Figs. 9 and 10, the analytic results are compared with the results obtained through simulation. Throughput is plotted against input packet arrival rate for various number of station nodes. As the number of stations connected to the bus is increased the network throughput reaches the heavy load condition faster. In Fig. 10 , the average delay per packet versus input packet arrival rate is shown. The delay is clearly proportional to the number of stations connected to the bus. Very close agreement is found between analytic results and simulated data, verifying the validity of the approximations used in deriving the analytic results. Since the packet rate alone cannot reflect the amount of network load, let us introduce a load factor p which is defined as follows: The normalized insertion delay as a function of load is shown in Fig. 12 . Here, the normalization constant is the transmission time for one packet. Because the load is a function of both insertion delay and packet arrival rate, no simple expression can be found for insertion delay as a function of load alone. Since both insertion delay and load are function of packet arrival rate, by varying the arrival rate one can obtain the relation between insertion delay and p . The results are shown in Fig. 12 . One notes Total packets accepted by the network per unit time = Maximum packets serviced by the network per unit time (channel capacity) ' In this definition, the packet counts do not include those that are lost due to lack of available buffer. Hence, we have P = X O ( T 0 + T) (18) where Xo is the effective packet arrival rate, To is the timeout period, and T is the single packet transmission time including the preamble overhead.
The throughput of (17) now reads Throughput S in (19) is plotted against the load factor p in Fig. 11 for different number of station nodes, As expected the maximum throughput is about 50 percent at the maximum load factor of unity. For the same given load, smaller number of station nodes N gives higher throughput. The variation becomes negligible when N becomes large.
that the insertion delay is proportional to the total number of stations connected to the network, the delay is modest when the load is not close to the heavy load condition and the insertion delay is bounded even at load equal to 1. Because we assume that each station has only one buffer, some packets will be lost due to nonavailability of buffer. Therefore, the knowledge on how the offered load and the network load are related is very important. Similar to the definition for the load factor, the offered load is defined as the ratio of the actual packet arrival rate to the maximum packet output rate. The expression for the offered load G is cent, the offered load approaches 100 percent. This implies that 25 percent of the requests for service will be denied due to the lack of buffer. When the offered load is greater than 100 percent, the network load is also increased, but more packets are lost.
VI. RATO EXPERIMENTS
Having developed and analyzed a new protocol (RATO) which is particularly suited for high-speed FOLAN, it would be of interest to build an experimental network with RATO protocol to verify some of the analytical results. To simulate the high-speed FOLAN condition our experimental RATO network must possess the unique feature that end-to-end propagation time would be larger than the packet transmission time. Furthermore a buffer will be built into the interface of each station to simulate the condition of potential mismatched between network speed and terminal speed. A three-station experimental setup, based on a single unidirectional bus configuration with random access time-out protocol network, is built (see Fig. 14) . (An operational RATO network would require a dual unidirectional bus configuration as shown in Fig. 1 in order that any station may reach any other stations.) The three local stations are three IBM-PC's. The needed interfaces with buffer has been designed and built. In the laboratory environment the spacing between stations was set to be much less than 1 km. To simulate the condition encountered in very high-speed gigabit-per-second rate FOLAN's for which the propagation delay is much longer than packet length (time), the delay between sending of the packet from one station and receiving of the packet at the next station is artificially created by electronic means. The generated delay may be set to be anywhere from 0.1 to 15 s, which is appropriate for our experiment that was performed using a baud rate of 1200 Bd. Each IBM-PC is connected to the unidirectional FOLAN through an interface called terminal network connector (TNC). A block diagram of the interface TNC is shown in Fig. 15 . The TNC consists of eight modules: a central controller, two buffers, an encoder, a decoder, a line sensor, a transmitter, and a receiver. The central controller module has a microprocessor and memories [28]. Our RATO protocol is programmed into the microprocessor. Central controller also performs the handshaking operation for data transfer between external devices, such as the terminal computer and buffers in the TNC. Two separate buffers, the transmitting buffer and the receiving buffer, are used in the TNC. Buffers are used to match the operating speed of a peripheral device and that of the fiber network. Packets in the transmitting buffer are kept there until they are allowed to be sent without collision. The input data stream coming into the transmitting buffer may take the form of parallel streams or serial stream while the output data stream must take the form of a serial stream. On the other hand, the receiving buffer may accept data in a serial stream while the output data from it may take the form of parallel streams or serial stream.
To send a packet to the fiber network, the NRZ signal from the transmitting buffer in the interface is first converted into the NRZI line format by the encoder. The converted signal then passes through a switch located in the transmitter module in order to reach the input of the light source. This switch is used for transmission abortion when collision occurs. The encoded signal then switches ON/ OFF (i.e., modulates) the light source to achieve electrooptical conversion and modulation. The optical pulses emitted from the light source are coupled into an optical fiber line which guides the optical pulses to the next station.
When receiving a packet from the optical fiber, a receiver converts the optical signal into an amplified electrical signal. The amplified signal is sent to both a line sensor module and a clock recovery module. Upon receiving the signal, the line sensor module immediately puts out a line busy signal which opens a switch to allow the bypass signal to go through without being interrupted. The line sensor module continuously sends out line busy signal until the line is detected idle. At the same time, the clock recovery module extracts clock signal from the incoming data stream and sends the clock signal to the decoder and the receiving buffer. The decoder converts the received NRZI line code into the NRZ standard binary digital format and stores the converted data in the receiving buffer for further processing. An important part of our interface design is the time out mechanism. Because time out duration depends on number of stations connected to the network, it is necessary to have a programmable time out system. Also, the time out period should be very long compared to a bit transmission line. A software programmable time out system is used. For the present RATO system, the shortest time out period can be set to be 100 ms and the longest time period can be set to be 15 s.
An experiment is carried out to measure throughput as a function of the number of active stations and throughput as a function of packet length. Measured results are compared with calculated results in Figs. 16 and 17.
In Fig. 16 the packet length is 480 bits, which contains 40 bytes of data, and 20 bytes of header. The preamble field is 24 bits, and the station reaction delay is 22 bits. The station reaction delay is the time between the activity that appears on the line and the activity known to the station. The reaction delay is the sum of the delay in detecting "line idle" and delay in detecting "line busy." In our design, the longest delay in detecting line idle takes 20 bits. Detection of line busy can be done much quicker using a 2-bit delay. Hence, the time-out period is equal to 8964 bits. Since the baud rate is 1200 Bd, the time-out period is translated into 7.47 s. Because the smallest unit in our software resolution is 0.1 s, the time-out period is then set to be 7.5 s. With only three stations available, we are able to measure the throughputs of one or two active stations. So, in our experiment, the average time required to deliver one packet from one active station is 7.94 s while it is 3.97 s from two active stations. The corresponding channel efficiencies are 0.05 and 0.1, respectively. Measured results are compared with calculated results in Fig. 16 . The channel efficiency as a function of different packet lengths is shown in Fig. 17 . One notes that efficiency increases slightly when the packet length is increased. This is because overhead length which includes preamble field and station reaction delay, is a relatively small fixed quantity. In general, the throughput is quite insensitive to the variation of packet length. Excellent agreement between calculated results and measured results is seen from these figures.
VII. CONCLUSION A new random access easy-to-implement protocol RATO has been developed and tested for a dual unidirectional bus structure made with optical fibers. Because it allows the packet transmission time to be shorter than the end-to-end propagation time, this protocol is particularly suited for ultra-high-bandwidth FOLAN's. In addition to having the feature of guaranteed delay, RATO also assures fairness among all stations. Performance compari-son with other known protocol schemes, such as ethernet, fastnet, etc., shows that at ultra-high-bit-rate transmission for wide-area networks, RATO out-performs all these protocols. Simulation study was also carried out for RATO; very close agreement was found among results found from simulation and those calculated from analytical formulas. To test the operation of RATO, a threestation hardware-implemented RATO net was built and experimental measurements were performed. Excellent agreement was found between measured data and calculated results.
The basic RATO scheme may be modified to accommodate ' 'burst-mode' ' operation, or to increase the overall channel efficiency. These modified RATO schemes will be analyzed and discussed in a subsequent paper. Expansion of the RATO type network as well as the possible support of voice/video connections will also be discussed there. He is presently in the research division of the Computer Center (NCE) and UFRJ. His current technical interests are in design and performance analysis of computer networks, local area networking supporting integrated services, interconnection of computer networks and distributed operating systems.
